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Introduction: The brain tumor is frequently related to severe motor impairment and impacts the quality of life. The corticospinal tract can
sometimes be affected depending on the type and size of the neoplasm, so different tools can evaluate motor function and connections. It is
essential to organize surgical procedures and plan the approach. Functional motor status is mapped before, during, and after surgery.
Studying corticospinal tract status can help map the functional areas, predict postoperative outcomes, and help the decision, reducing
neurological deficits, aiming to preserve functional networks, using the concepts of white matters localization and fibbers connections.
Nowadays, there are new techniques that provide functional information regarding the motor cortex, such as transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS), direct cortical stimulation (DCS), and navigated TMS (nTMS). These tools can be used to plan a customized surgical
strategy and the role of motor evoked potentials (MEPs) is well described during intra-operative, using intraoperative neuromonitoring.
MEPs can help to localize primary motor areas and delineate the cut-off point of resection in real-time, using direct stimulation. In the post-
operative, the MEP has increased your function as a predictive marker of permanent or transitory neurological lesion marker.
Methods: Systematic review performed in MEDLINE via PUBMED, EMBASE, and SCOPUS databases regarding the post-operative
assessment of MEP in patients with brain tumors. The search strategy included the following terms: ((“Evoked Potentials,
Motor”[Mesh]) AND “Neoplasms”[Mesh]) AND “Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation”[Mesh] AND “Brain Tumor”[Mesh]), the
analysis followed the PRISMA guidelines for systematic reviews, the review spanned until 06/04/2021, inclusion criteria were studies
presenting confirmed diagnosis of brain tumor (primary or metastatic), patients >18 y/o, using TMS, Navigated TMS, and/or Evoked
Potentials as tools in preoperative planning or at the intra-operative helping the evaluation of the neurological status of the motor
cortex, articles published in peer-reviewed journals, and written in English or Portuguese.
Results: A total of 38 studies were selected for this review, of which 14 investigated the potential of nTMS to predict the occurrence
of motor deficits, while 25 of the articles investigated the capabilities of the nTMS technique in performing pre/intraoperative neuro
mapping of the motor cortex.
Conclusion: Further studies regarding motor function assessment are needed and standardized protocols for MEPs also need to be
defined.
Keywords: brain tumors, transcranial magnetic resonance, systematic review, neurophysiology, motor cortex mapping

Introduction
Neoplasms involving the central nervous system are a highly relevant topic in medicine, due to their impact on daily
activities, high surgery complexity, and the severe impact of the possible complications. And given the complexity of the
brain and the multitude of presentations of the neoplasms, the risk of neurological damage is a concern, with emphasis on
lesions located in areas near typically motor regions, such as primary motor areas, or even subcortical structures in
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contact with the corticospinal tract, due to the possibility of partial or structural damage to the motor pathway. Therefore,
resection of tumors in the motor area must be widely planned and carefully done.1–3

Several tools might aid in the planning of a brain tumor surgery, such as studying anatomic marks using imaging
exams (MRI, CT) or functional exams, including evoked potential and Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS).4

Recently, new techniques such as preoperative brain mapping by TMS, and navigated TMS, were validated and well-
accepted techniques to perform surgical planning,5–7 allowing a better anatomic and functional correlation, of imaging
exams, with anatomical and physiological alterations as well as with physical examination.8

Through TMS, it is possible to assess motor evoked potentials (MEP), which represents the activation of cortical and
medullar pathways, seen as graphic responses in the monitor. Allowing the evaluation of the integrity, and functioning of
the cerebral motor pathways, by evaluating the motor thresholds in specific pre-chosen peripheral muscles.9–11

In addition to preoperative preparation tools, modern technologies used during the procedure turn brain tumor surgery
safer. Neurophysiological monitoring, using electrical stimulation to generate motor evoked potentials in real-time during
surgery, provide valuable information to the surgeon about the cortico-spinal tract (CTS) integrity12 Moreover, MEPs can
find primary motor areas and help surgeons to delimit the cut-off point of resection in almost real-time, using direct
stimulation. Therefore, knowing and making effective use of all these techniques can improve the surgical result, allow
safer, and more precise resections.13,14

Although well studied in the literature, few works are compiling the existing evidence of the effectiveness and safety
of the neurostimulation procedures in brain tumor surgeries. Therefore, this work aims to perform a systematic review of
the literature regarding the use of these techniques to improve the planning and safety of brain tumor surgeries.

Methods
Systematic scoping review following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews (PRISMA)
recommendations.15 The article was not registered in any systematic review protocol database.

Inclusion Criteria
Studies eligible for inclusion were studies presenting confirmed diagnosis of brain tumor (primary or metastatic), patients
>18 y/o, using TMS, Navigated TMS, and/or Evoked Potentials as tools in preoperative planning or at the intra-operative
helping the evaluation of the neurological status of the motor cortex and pyramidal tract, during the pre-operative
moment and the intra-operative, that underwent the procedure under general anesthesia. Also, articles published in peer-
reviewed journals, and written in English or Portuguese language were included.

Exclusion Criteria
Studies presenting only neoplasms outside the encephalus (ie, on the spinal cord), articles not related to surgery, or
studies that TMS was used as a clinical treatment. Also, articles that could not be retrieved as full articles through
institutional database access or by asking the involved authors were excluded.

Searched Bases & Search Mechanism
Through MEDLINE via PubMed (US National Library of Medicine National Institutes of Health), EMBASE, and
SCOPUS, with no time limit until 06/04/21. The search was limited only to English and Portuguese Languages and
human subjects. Using the following search mechanism ((“Evoked Potentials, Motor”[Mesh]) AND
“Neoplasms”[Mesh]) AND “Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation”[Mesh] AND “Brain Tumor”[Mesh]).

Study Selection
Ninety-six studies were retrieved after a database search. The titles were screened for relevance to our research question
and duplicate records. Following the full-text examination, irrelevant or not related articles were excluded. Finally, 38
full texts that met the final eligibility criteria were selected for this review (Figure 1).
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Data Extraction
From each included study, the following data were extracted: authors, year of publication, study design, type of
neurophysiological technique, type of tumor, TMS stimulation intensity, use of direct cortical stimulation [Yes/No],
and the direct cortical stimulation set-up, number of patients included, presence of control group, the mean age of the
patients, complications occurred during the stimulation, motor deficit prediction, preoperative mapping general findings.

Results
Characteristics, Population, and Database
The total included studies were 38, presenting 20 prospective,9 retrospective case series, 7 cross-sectional, 1 Randomized
Clinical Trial, and 1 Nonrandomized Clinical Trial. A total of 1827 participants were analyzed with ages varying from 18
to 83 years old, no gender differences were emphasized.

Figure 1 PRISMA flowchart.
Notes: PRISMA figure adapted from Moher D, Liberati A, Altman D, Tetzlaff J, et al. The PRISMA statement for reporting systematic reviews and meta-analyses of studies
that evaluate health care interventions: explanation and elaboration. Journal of clinical epidemiology. 2009;62(10). Creative Commons.76
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Primary tumors of the central nervous system were the most evaluated in the articles, such as Glioblastoma,
Astrocytoma, Glioma, and Oligodendroma.14 articles presented Brain Metastasis, while 5 evaluated Meningiomas, 3
articles classified the tumors by localization, 7 did not quote. One article cited benign tumors without further information.

TMS and DCS Technique and Evaluation Parameters
Of the included articles, 29 used the neuronavigated TMS technique (nTMS), one article reported using a navigated-
repeated TMS (nrTMS),16 four other studies used a transcranial electric stimulation (TES),17–20 one article reported using
standard TMS (TMS),21 three other articles did not report the technique description with enough details.22–24 All articles
reporting details of the stimulation coil (32/38) used a figure of eight stimulation coil instruments. The resting motor
thresholds (RMT) were the most utilized TMS parameter presented in all, but one, of the articles that reported any
parameters (25/38). Thirteen of the articles also used the amplitude, while 10 used the latency of MEP signals as
parameters to assess the motor areas activation. As for the TMS thresholds, a wide variety of ranges for resting motor
potential were reported, with 140% being the highest and 70% the lowest of the stimulation intensity threshold (Table 1).

Of the 38 included studies, 17 included the use of DCS which 11 (65%) used monopolar electrodes for stimulation, 5
(29%) used bipolar electrodes, and 1 (6%) did not report the electrode polarity.

Concerning TMS and nTMS, in all articles found, the coil in the format of 8 was used. No other type of coil was
mentioned in the studies presented. Cortical mapping navigated by TMS was executed by the Nexstim eXimia NBS
system (only FDA-approved brand to perform primary motor cortex mapping), ranging from version 3.2 or 4.3. There
were few citations from other systems like BrainLab and Brainsight TMS version 1.7, Canada. The review showed that
mapping was performed by localizing the motor hotspot using a stimulation that was performed after the measurement of
the resting motor threshold (rMT).8 The range of increment was 105–130% of the RMT. nTMS motor mapping in
patients with brain tumors is commonly based on single-pulse nTMS (sp-nTMS) in the clinical setting; however, paired-
pulse nTMS (pp-nTMS) combined with biphasic pulse waveforms have been made available just recently.25,26 No
significant difference between methods regarding motor map volumes, motor hotspot locations as described although pp-
nTMS works with considerably lower stimulation intensities.27

The main muscles used for the electromyography evaluation captured employing surface electrodes were the abductor
pollicis brevis muscle (APB), abductor digiti minimi muscle (ADM), flexor carpi radial muscle (FCR), biceps brachii
muscle (BCS), tibialis anterior muscle (TA), and gastrocnemius muscle (GCN); however, those choices might change
depending on the tumor location.

Resting Motor Threshold (RMT), Amplitude, and Latency of MEPs were the main parameters of cortical excitability
evaluated.

Neurophysiological Tests and Postoperative Motor Deficits
In total fourteen articles (14/38) investigated the potential of TMS to predict or avoid postoperative motor deficits
(Table 1).

Two articles demonstrated that the intraoperative transcranial electric stimulation (TES) might hold an excellent value
in predicting true postoperative motor deficits approaching 100% detection power; however, its power depends much on
the selected parameters.19,20 Also, a study showed that using lower MEP amperages might help reduce the rate of false-
negative findings (when the MEP shows no decrease and the patient presents motor deficit).22

Further, another study showed that the TMS technique presented 100% accuracy in true positive deficit detection and
that the two factors that showed significance to predict the occurrence of deficit were the RMT value and the presence of
the arachnoidal cleavage plane.28 Finally, a study by Seidel et al, 2019 showed that the use of immediate postoperative
nTMS provides useful information on whether the patient will recover from a motor deficit. The authors found that if
MEPs are elicited in postoperative nTMS there are great chances of recovering from the motor deficit, similarly when no
MEPs are elicited the study found a 100% chance of not recovering from the deficit in one month. Also, the study
showed that the postoperative nTMS might help clarify the intraoperative MEP signal loss, in those scenarios 2 of 3
patients with intraoperative irreversible loss and postoperative nTMS MEP signal presence presented good motor
recovery.29
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Table 1 Table Containing the Included Articles and the Extracted Data

Authors Year Type of Study Techniques Sample

Size

Healthy controls Types of Tumors Neurophysiological

Technique

Age

Mirbagheri A et al,

202040
2020 Cross-sectional nTMS 20 6 X Yes 25–81

Engelhardt M et al,

201947
2019 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 125 10 X Yes 20–79

Seidel et al, 201926 2019 Retrospective

cohort

nTMS/DCS 13 X Glioma, metastasis Yes X

Bulubas L et al,

201837
2018 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 100 X X Yes 54–68

Sollmann T et al,

201730
2017 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 43 X Glioma Yes 56–70

Sollman N et al,

201759
2017 Retrospective

cohort

nTMS/DCS 100 X X Yes 54–67

Sollman N et al,

201639
2016 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 12 X X Yes X

Bulubas L et al,

201641
2016 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 100 X Glioma, metastasis Yes 43–57

Opitz A et al, 201446 2014 Cross-sectional nTMS 6 X Glioblastoma, metastasis; astrocytoma Yes 63

Picht T et al, 201229 2012 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 100 x Glioma, meningioma, cavernoma Yes 45–67

Picht T et al, 201249 2012 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 73 Glioma, metastasis; benign tumors Yes 46–66

Rohde V et al, 200316 2003 Cross-sectional nTMS 12 X Glioma, meningioma, metastasis Yes 52

Gimramov R F,

200221
2002 Prospective

cohort

TMS 91 23 Glioma Yes 17–44

Machetanz K et al,

202144
2021 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 24 12 Glioma, metastasis Yes 30–73

Neville I S et al,

202142
2021 Retrospective

cohort

nTMS 40 82 (age-matched) X Yes x

Lavrador J et al,

202143
2021 Retrospective

cohort

nTMS 47 X Oligodendroglioma, astrocytoma, glioblastoma Yes 50.96

Sollmann N et al,

202032
2020 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 34 x Gliomas, glioblastomas, astrocytoma, metastases Yes x

Zhang H et al, 202033 2020 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 39 x Gliomas, glioblastomas, astrocytoma, metastases Yes 56.3 (± 13.5)
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Table 1 (Continued).

Authors Year Type of Study Techniques Sample

Size

Healthy controls Types of Tumors Neurophysiological

Technique

Age

Raffa G et al, 202025 2020 Retrospective

cohort

nTMS 47 x 47 meningiomas Yes 61.9 (± 13.3)

Freigang S et al,

202034
2020 RCT nTMS 12 x Astrocytoma, oligodendroglioma, glioblastoma 42 (± 4.27)

Tokarev A S et al,

202038
2020 Cross-sectional nTMS 8 x x x x

Jung J et al, 201948 2019 Retrospective

cohort

nTMS 35 x High-grade glioma, Low-grade glioma, metastasis, cavernoma Yes 47 (± 15)

Seynaeve L et al,

201945
2019 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 12 x High-grade glioma, low-grade glioma, metastasis, large cells

carcinoma

x x

Lam S et al, 201935 2019 Cross-sectional nTMS 20 x Tumors divided by location Yes 49.3 (± 16.3)

Raffa G et al, 201931 2019 Retrospective

cohort

nTMS 82 x Glioblastoma, astrocytoma Yes

Moiyadi A et al,

201817
2018 Prospective

cohort

TES/DCS 40 x High-grade glioma, low-grade glioma, metastasis, ependymoma 38.3 [3–70]

Umemura T et al,

201822
2018 Prospective

cohort

x 190 x Tumor divided by location Yes 58 (± 7.5) GI e 58.3 (± 17.3) GII

Majchrzak K et al,

201819
2018 Cross-sectional TES/DCS 38 x Gliomas Yes 37 (20–50)

Bulubas L et al,

201837
2018 Cross-sectional nTMS/DCS 100 x Tumors divided by location Yes 54 (± 14)

Sollmann N et al,

201827
2018 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 86 x High-grade glioma, low-grade glioma, metastasis Yes

Takakura T et al,

201728
2017 Prospective

cohort

nTMS/DCS 13 Autocontrole Astrocytoma, oligodendroglioma, ependymoma, glioblastoma,

oligoastrocytomas.

Yes x

Abboud T et al,

201620
2016 Prospective

cohort

TES 93 x X Yes 56

Krieg S M et al, 20126 2012 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 26 x Glioblastomas; astrocytoma; metastasis Yes 57 (±15.5)

Szelényi A et al,

201018
2010 Prospective

cohort

TES/DCS 29 X Yes (MEP e SEP) 42.8 (± 18.2)
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Kantelhardt S R et al,

201036
2010 Case series nTMS 6 1 Glioblastoma, astrocytoma, meningioma 52,2 (mean); 49 (median)

Picht T et al, 20097 2009 Prospective

cohort

nTMS 10 x Glioblastomas; gliomas; metastasis; meningioma

Krammer J M et al,

200923
2009 Retrospective

cohort

x 65 No group

differentiation

Glioblastoma multiforme; meningioma; schwannoma;

cavernoma; medulloblastoma; oligodendroglioma

Yes dez/83

Szelényi A et al,

200824
2008 Retrospective

cohort

X 29 No group

differentiation

Glioblastomas, astrocytoma, tuberculoma, oligodendroglioma,

cavernoma

YES 40. 4 (median)

Authors Type of coil TMS threshold Type of DCS

electrode

TMS

parameters

Motor deficit prediction results Preoperative/intraoperative mapping Complications

Mirbagheri A et al, 202040 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

120–150% x RMT/ latency/

amplitude

The mapping of positive non-primary motor areas

(NPMA) presented a positive correlation with the

M1 size area. However, most of the signals seemed

to be elicited by M1 motor areas.

No adverse events

Engelhardt M et al, 201947 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

x X RMT There were no differences between the values of

RMTs between the nLM and R-R algorithms, but the

nLM found the RMTwith a lesser number of pulses.

x

Seidel et al, 201926 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

x MONOPOLAR RMT

/amplitude

The presence of MEPs at the postoperative

nTMS is an indicative sign of recovery of surgery-

related postoperative deficits. Also, the absence

of MEP signals in postoperative nTMS is a bad

sign for postoperative motor deficit recovery.

x

Bulubas L et al, 201837 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

x X X The nTMS can identify the neuroplasticity provoked

by the tumor, as by stimulating the PoG of patients

with and without tumors in this area it is possible to

see an increase in MEPs in the patients with tumor.

No adverse events

Moser T et al, 201730 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

110–130% X RMT Even when resecting pre-rolandic tumors in MEP

positive areas the surgeon should be aware. Of

13 patients who had a tumor resected in MEP

positive pre-rolandic areas, 10 presented

postoperative motor deficits.

x

Sollman N et al, 201759 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

110–130% X RMT

/amplitude

The key parameters that might affect the latency of

MEP signals were RMT, tumor hemisphere and

tumor localization.

No adverse events

Sollman N et al, 201639 X 110–130% X RMT The electric-field nTMS elicited more positive

stimulus and positive/total stimulus rate compared

to linear-TMS.

No adverse events
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Table 1 (Continued).

Authors Type of coil TMS threshold Type of DCS

electrode

TMS

parameters

Motor deficit prediction results Preoperative/intraoperative mapping Complications

Bulubas L et al, 201641 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

110–130% X RMT/latency/

amplitude

The nTMS showed that the motor areas were not

restricted to the precentral gyrus, but that they

spread in an anteroposterior fashion. Also, the

distribution of primary motor areas and polysynaptic

areas change dramatically depending on the

localization of the tumor.

x

Opitz A et al, 201446 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

120% MONOPOLAR RMT The MEP positive areas predicted by the

computational model based on the preoperative

nTMS had 80% concordance with the MEP positive

areas pointed by the DES technique.

x

Picht T et al, 201229 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

90–110-% 75–125% x RMT/latency/

amplitude

An elevated rate between the RMT from the

healthy hemisphere and the tumor hemisphere is

indicative of imminent motor deficit

deterioration.

x

Picht T et al, 201249 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

110–130% X RTM The nTMS changed the planning in 54% of the cases.

27% warning, 16% changes in access/technique, 8%

changes of resection size, 3% change in surgical

indication.

No adverse events

Rohde V et al, 200316 X 70–90% x RTM The use of intraoperative repetitive nTMS was

capable of correctly identifying 92% of the primary

motor cortex

x

Gimramov R F, 200221 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

x x RTM Patients with tumors in the brainstem or the motor

area had higher RMT thresholds compared to

healthy subjects.

x

Machetanz K et al, 202144 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

110% X RMT/latency/

amplitude

Patients with apparent paresis had higher RMT than

healthy patients or patients without apparent

paresis.

x

Neville I S et al, 202142 x 120–140% x RMT The hemisphere with tumors presented different

excitability compared to the healthy hemisphere.

Also, the type of tumor altered the cortical

excitability of the brain.

Minor adverse events

(light headache)

Lavrador J et al, 202143 X X MONOPOLAR RMT/ latency/

amplitude

Patients with high-grade glioblastomas presented

increased latency and smaller RMT in lower limbs

compared to patients with low-grade gliomas.

x

Sollmann N et al, 202032 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

105% MONOPOLAR RMT, latency The pp-TMS could identify 100% of the motor areas

with lesser stimulus to detect the RMT value,

compared to the sp-TMS. The VAS for both

techniques was Yesilar

x
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Zhang H et al, 202033 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

120% MONOPOLAR RMT, latency pp-TMS elicited MEPs in 100% of the patients, while

sp-TMS did not find MEPs in 5 patients, with a lesser

number of stimuli. The pp-TMS showed a bigger

motor area than the sp-TMS

x

Raffa G et al, 202025 x x x RMT TMS showed 100% of true positives, with a 90%

rate of specificity and sensitivity for motor

deficits. The values of RMT and the arachnoidal

plane of cleavage were the only predictive

variables for the occurrence of motor deficit

TMS e IOMN were concordant on the entanglement

of the motor area in the tumor in 94.7% of the cases.

x

Freigang S et al, 202034 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

90% BIPOLAR RMT,

amplitude

The utilization of a priming protocol led to lesser

identification errors compared to the sp-TMS

7 patients reported

strong facial muscle

contraction

Tokarev A S et al, 202038 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

110% x Amplitude,

RMT

The use of nTMS helps to better map the motor

eloquent cortex by reducing the Gy dosage to

perform an efficient mapping.

x

Jung J et al, 201948 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

105% BIPOLAR RMT nTMS changed 10% of the planning. The nTMS had

the reasonable sensibility and specificity to detect

the language area (60%).

No adverse events

Seynaeve L et al, 201945 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

110% Yes - No RMT The use of realistic models based on nTMS

performed best when compared to Yespler models

such as point-cloud

x

Lam S et al, 201935 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

105% x RMT, latency,

electric field

Using a 500v threshold reduces the presence of

artifacts compared to using a 50v threshold while

retaining the same quality.

No adverse events

Raffa G et al, 201931 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

120% BIPOLAR Patients receiving multimode care (nTMS +

fluorescence guided resection) had better

postoperative motor outcomes compared with

patients receiving standard care.

x

Moiyadi A et al, 201817 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

x MONOPOLAR x The DCS method had better postoperative

motor deficit predictive power than

intraoperative TES.

x

Umemura T et al, 201822 x x x x The utilization of a tc-MEP with lower/tailor-

made amperage promotes a drastic increase in

the postoperative motor deficit detection

sensibility.

x

Majchrzak K et al, 201819 x x BIPOLAR x Stable signals of TES have 100% true positive

detection regarding not having postoperative

hemiparesis. Also, TES irreversible signal loss had

100% true positive values to the occurrence of

hemiparesis

x
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Table 1 (Continued).

Authors Type of coil TMS threshold Type of DCS

electrode

TMS

parameters

Motor deficit prediction results Preoperative/intraoperative mapping Complications

Bulubas L et al, 201837 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

110% x RMT,

amplitude

Preoperative nTMS-based motor mapping allows for

detailed examination of the motor representations

of upper extremity muscles in patients suffering from

brain tumors located in motor or adjacent to motor-

eloquent areas

No adverse events

Sollmann N et al, 201827 x x MONOPOLAR RMT Patients with surgery-related postoperative

motor deficits tended to have their cortico-spinal

tract closer to the lesion.

No adverse events

Takakura T et al, 201728 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

x BIPOLAR RMT, latency e

amplitude

Distance between the hot-spot and the lesion in

the preoperative TMS had a positive correlation

with chances of recovering from postoperative

deficits.

No adverse events

Abboud T et al, 201620 x x x RMT An increase in the RMTs values, in intraoperative

TES, higher than 20% in the healthy hemisphere

compared to the tumor hemisphere predicted

100% of the postoperative deficits.

x

Krieg S M et al, 20126 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

110–130% MONOPOLAR Of six patients presenting postoperative motor

deficits, the only three that do not recover until

the late follow-up presented a reduction of MEP

signal higher than 50%.

x

Szelényi A et al, 201018 x x x MEP signals could help predict the occurrence of

new deficits after surgery. Patients presenting

irreversible MEP loss (5/5) or irreversibly MEP

reduction (7/10) presenting new deficits after

surgery.

x

Kantelhardt S R et al, 201036 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

x MONOPOLAR x Using image guided robotic TMS had 100% accuracy

to detect areas that elicited signals in fMRI fingertip

examination.

x

Picht T et al, 20097 Figure-of-eight

stimulation

coil

x MONOPOLAR RMT,

amplitude

The use of nTMS had Yesilar results for mapping the

safety margin of the tumor as the DCS technique.

x

Krammer J M et al, 200923 x 120% x RMT, latency,

amplitude

Using both increases of 20% in intensity and 50%

of the values as parameters as thresholds to

detect postoperative motor deficits led to 100%

true false-positive rates if the MEPs remained

inferior to those values.

No adverse events

Szelényi A et al, 200824 x x MONOPOLAR x It is possible to perform the IONM together with an

MRI by using specialized iridium/platinum electrodes.

x
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Moreover, another three studies pointed out that MEP signal loss during the procedures also bore great insights into
possible new motor deficits. One of the articles showed that a reduction of intraoperative MEPs higher than 50% is
indicative of prolonged motor deficits,6 while another study demonstrated that an irreversible MEP loss or an irreversible
MEP reduction inside the surgery was a strong predictor of postoperative motor deficits, with 12 of 15 patients presenting
postoperative deficits in those conditions.18 Finally, the last article pointed out that adding the analysis of the MEP
stimulation intensity together with the amplitude variations might increase both true positive and true negative deficits
detection.23

Furthermore, two articles demonstrated that patients with tumors closer to motor areas mapped by TMS, such as
motor hotspot (the site eliciting maximum MEP) or corticospinal tract, are prone to present from motor deficits compared
to patients with lesions located father to these areas.30,31 Also, another article demonstrated that a ratio of intraoperative
RMTs higher than 100% between affected and unaffected hemispheres might indicate imminently decadence of motor
functions.32

Further, another article pointed out that resection of tumors with positive nTMS signal in pre-rolandic gyri might be a
risk of developing new motor deficits, as 10 of 13 cases presented postoperative deficits.33 Additionally, another study
showed that patients receiving a multimodal approach (nTMS + sodium fluoride marker) had significantly better motor
outcomes compared to those receiving only nTMS.34

Only one article compared the predictive power between DCS and TES, showing that MEP signal alterations in DCS
served better to detect postoperative motor deficits.17

TMS Parameters and Preoperative Mapping
Twenty-five (25/38) articles focused on the capacities of TMS to accurately perform the pre/intraoperative mapping of
the motor regions (Table 1).

Two of them investigated the implications of performing a paired-pulse TMS compared to a single-pulse TMS. They
showed that the paired-pulse elicited signals in 100% of the patients, without increasing the patient discomfort, as this
TMS modality has a lower stimulation intensity.27,35 Another study showed that the use of a 500 micro-volts threshold
could reduce the presence of artifacts compared to using a 50 micro-volts threshold.36

Others focused on the capability of the TMS to accurately identify the motor cortex. Kantelhardt et al, 2009
demonstrated that the usage of robot-assisted image-guided TMS could identify 100% of the areas that elicited responses
on the fMRI finger-tapping examen.37 Further, a study compared the DCS and nTMS, showing that both had similar
capabilities to identify the safety margin of tumor resection.7 Another article showed that the TMS technique had been
concordant with the Intraoperative neuromonitoring regarding the location of the tumor area in 94.6% of the cases.28 One
showed that the technique had the potential to localize the structures related to the upper limbs,38 while the other one
showed that patients receiving TMS + radiosurgery received fewer Gy than patients receiving the standard radiosurgery
protocol.39 Moreover, pointed out that the use of electric-field navigated TMS detected a higher number of positive
signals (MEP responses with amplitudes of at least 50 micro-volts in one or more muscles according to EMG recording
were regarded as a motor-positive response) and a higher rate of positive/total stimulus compared to the line-navigated
method.40

Moreover, a study showed that the nTMS could detect signals from non-primary motor-related areas (NPMA);
however, in its majority, the MEP signals seemed to be derived from M1 areas.41 Also, a study found that mapping the
precentral gyrus of patients with tumors in that region elicited more MEPs counts (a count is an area that elicited signal
after MEP stimulation) in this region than patients with a lesion in other regions. A similar response was seen in patients
with postcentral gyrus (PoG) tumors with those patients presenting a higher number of MEPs counts in the PoG region
compared to other patients.38 Similarly, another study suggested that the plasticity of the brain could be even higher than
previously imaged by showing that the primary motor areas and polysynaptic areas drastically change their position
according to the tumor location.42 Further, a study showed that hemispheres with tumors had different motor excitability
patterns than the healthy hemisphere; it also reported that the excitability of hemispheres with glioblastomas was
different from hemispheres with other types of tumors.43 Also, a study found that patients with high tumor grades had
the excitability pattern of the hemisphere different from the low tumor grades patients.44
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A study demonstrated that patients with tumors located on the brainstem or in the cortical motor area had higher rMT
than healthy control subjects.21 Further, another article showed that the RMTs of patients with brain tumors and apparent
paresis were significantly higher than in healthy subjects or patients without apparent paresis.45 Following the same line,
another study found that with higher grades of tumors the higher was the latency and lower were the RMTs of the lower
limbs in the patients.44

Additionally, a study pointed out that using an electric field model would generate more accurate predictions of motor
areas, compared to the standard point-cloud model.46 Similarly, an article from 2020 showed that motor positive areas
predicted by a computer model based on a preoperative TMS had 80% concordance with intraoperative direct electrical
stimulation (DES).47 Still following the application of machine learning/artificial intelligence algorithms, a study pointed
out that the use of the nLM algorithm found the ideal rMT threshold of the patients with fewer pulses than the R-R
(Rossini-Roswell) method.48

Two studies reported the impact of a preoperative nTMS in surgery decision-making. One study showed that the
preop nTMS led to a 10% rate of surgical planning modification,49 and one article showed that 27% suffered planning
alterations given the results obtained in the nTMS.50

Complications of the TMS Mapping
Of the included articles, thirteen mentioned adverse event analysis, with 11 mentioning that any adverse event occurred,
one reporting the occurrence of minor headaches or small scalp pinch,43 and one reporting that 7 of 12 patients had
complained about strong facial contractions51 (Table 1).

Discussion
The use of transcranial navigated techniques to aid surgeons performing brain tumor surgeries is increasing in the last
decade, with the improvement of both TMS equipment and complimentary software/hardware, however, the true impact
of the TMS in improving surgical and clinical outcomes is still in debate. Raffa et al, 2013 performed a systematic review
and meta-analysis where they showed that the use of TMS in brain surgery resulted in an increased odds of obtaining
gross total resection (GTR) and a reduced craniotomy extent.52

The Population of the Studies
The evaluation of the articles was conducted in two blocks. The articles addressed the theme of neurophysiological
testing, and the articles evaluated the motor outcomes. Most texts addressed the relationship of neurophysiological tests
without preoperative or post-operative assessment of motor status. It is a consensus that the loss of intraoperative motor
evoked potentials is associated with postoperative motor deficits.18,53

The number of evaluated patients in the studies was variable, with studies presenting a vast number of patients22,48

most studies had an average of around 20 participants. In 6 studies, there was a healthy control group. The age of patients
in the studies ranged from 18-to 83.

Despite the major differences in the content of the articles, the study population studies were quite homogeneous
concerning inclusion criteria, even including different countries and cultures. The fact that they have brain tumors, and
adult age, creates a reliable group to identify the use of surgical planning and follow-up techniques as well as their
effectiveness. It let identify the use of navigated TMS, direct cortical stimulation in different centers, showing excellent
accuracy for motor mapping with significant improvement in surgical results.6,8,10,13,34,44,50,54–57

Neurophysiological Test Specificities and Protocols
In patients with injuries, the motor functions are not exercised solely by typical motor areas.61,62 One of the roles of
nTMS is to study, even in the preoperative period, the topographical and functional repercussions resulting from the
tumor, as the role of the motor supplemental area. Evidence showed that it is possible to obtain motor responses outside
of typical motor areas.63,64 The location of functional areas in the human brain is not static, motor topography
representation is a dynamic process caused by the plastic reshaping of cortical and subcortical functions.59,65 It is
important for the maintenance of motor functions when there is the involvement of motor areas.62 Almost 40% of MEPs
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in patients with brain tumors were elicited during stimulation out of other gyri beyond the precentral gyrus, like tumors or
anatomical variations (for healthy subjects) might push some motor areas to unexpected locations. As there is usually not
enough time for extensive motor mapping during surgery, 40% of motor function would remain undetected if relying
only on DCS.38

Given those possible variations, anatomical or tumor-driven, and the new developments occurring in the informatics
area, the protocols for TMS can vary widely across institutions and time, as shown in our study. Results that are aligned
with two recent literature revision focusing in the TMS protocols, both studies depicted that the protocols of TMS are
improving very quickly with the advance of technology, however they are still very heterogeneous in some of its key
precedents, such as intensity of stimulation or coil position.58,59,65–67

TMS and Preoperative Brain Mapping
The transcranial magnetic resonance is a valuable tool to investigate the brain pathways prior surgery adding unprece-
dented knowledge to the surgeons. Lefechauer and Pitch, 2016 in a narrative revision brings out several positive points of
using the preoperative TMS. They show that one of most interesting point of using the TMS preoperatively is to have a
better understanding of how the tumors in entangled in the motor cortex, allowing the surgeon to visualize the areas of
the tumor that cannot be removed without causing permanent deficit.68

Navigated TMS mapping provides results consistent with DCS findings. Besides, being considered a good comple-
mentary method to DCS, nTMS is an effective tool able to perform before surgery, proposing to map supplementary
motor areas, association motor fibers, and evaluate the change in cortical topography representation promoted by
tumors.58,59,65 In a study comparing the use of TMS with the gold-standard mapping method of the direct cortical
stimulation, it showed that both techniques had strong agreement regarding the hotspots (4.70 mm of difference),
pointing out that TMS might be an effective tool to perform the preoperative brain mapping.69 Similarly, another
study found no significant difference between the use hotspots for DCS and TMS. The average difference in motor cortex
location between nTMS and subdural stimulation was 11 mm for the hand and 16 mm for the arm.60

In a study involving 400 patients, Frey et al, 2014, showed that the addition of the TMS to the preoperative planning led
to an increase in the tumor-free survival time, in the number of gross total resection cases, while adding crucial information
that led to changes in the pre-conceive surgical plan in 63.5% of the cases.70 Moreover, a study comparing the use of
intraoperative monitoring only and preop TMS + intraoperative monitoring, showed that using the TMS the surgeons
achieved higher rates of GTR.71 In the same line, an article published in 2021 showed that use of TMS for excision of
gliomas affecting the motor cortex promote a higher rate of GTR (72.3% vs 53.2%, p = 0.04); however, there was no
difference in postoperative deficits occurrence, nor the TMS was associated with better tumor-free survival time.72

Finally, a revision performed in 2019 showed that the use of TMS to map motor regions of the brain allowed for
reduced occurrence of postoperative motor deficits. Further, the study demonstrated that the use of TMS led to a reduced
size of craniotomy and to a higher total gross resection rates compared to controls.52

TMS and Motor Deficits
Studies show that the use of TMS could lead to reduced occurrence of postoperative motor deficits. An article published
in 2018 investigating the use of DTI-fiber tracking system alongside with the TMS technology showed that by using this
new approach or using only the TMS there was better motor postoperative motor performance compared with patients
not using the TMS approach.73 Further, two studies investigating the use of sodium fluorescein to help guide the TMS
showed that using this multimodal approach could promote significant reduction in the occurrence of postoperative motor
deficits when compared to the use of just intraoperative monitoring.34,74

Another interesting application of the TMS could be in the prediction of motor deficits recovery after the brain tumor
surgery. A study published in 2017 showed that cases where there was pathological intercortex excitability, the chances
of occurring a motor deficit were higher, and further when the RMT threshold was higher in tumorous hemisphere and a
deficit occurred, this deficit tended to not present any improvement with time.75 Moreover, a study comparing the deficit
recovery of patients showing TMS positive MEP one-week after surgery and those presenting TMS negative MEP
showed that the positive group showed better motor deficit recovery in one, three and twelve weeks.31 Finally, an article
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published in 2019 showed that patients presenting TMS positive MEP signs after surgery had 90% chances of presenting
full recovery of motor status, while patients presenting TMS negative MEP after surgery had 100% negative predictive
value of presenting motor deficit full-recover.29

Conclusion
Transcranial magnetic stimulation is a valuable tool to enhance the safety and effectiveness of brain tumor resection, by
performing a high accurate preoperative mapping of the motor area and its relationship with the tumor. Also, intra/
postoperative TMS is a valuable tool to predict the occurrence or duration of motor deficits, helping the surgeon to better
align the postoperative recovery expectation with the patient.

Novel studies and new evaluation protocols of the corticospinal tract and white fibers need to be developed, as well as
standardized protocols for MEP need to be defined.
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